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alf the world thinks that the United
States is being stuffed into the trash
compactor of history because Japanese
capitalists are investing in American assets,and half thinks that the key to turning
South Africa’s rulers from monsters to
1ibe)rals (assume a difference) is to cash
out id1 U.S. investments in Johannesburg.
Miraculously, it’s the same half.
That one boisterous set of individuals
can be pitifully wrong is no big surprise,
nor is the fact that loud self-contradiction
may dominate conventional wisdom. As
Nieczsche once observed: “What everyone believes, is never true.” But that
people can hold two polar-opposite positions that are both at right angles with
Truth-now there is a feat. If veracity
does lie between two extremes, to find
two extremes which are equally false
takes a dedication to precision rare in
today’s fast-paced consumer society.
Evidently, a great number of our fellow citizens are mining deeply into rich
oxyimoronic deposits. The Race Police
have hit the Mother Lode, of course; it has
become virtually impossible in these
States to carry on a discussion involving
ethriicity without having a vector of
patronizing racist generalizations
deployed (e.g., “Hispanics want this,”
“the Eskimos need that,” “South African
whites deserve what they get”) in the
campaign to smash “white racism”
(which is itself considered, racistly, a
redundancy). But various veins of competing hypocrisies stretch for miles.
The First Amendment is now consistentlly defended by no more than, perhaps,
seven U.S. citizens. Even Spy magazine
considers the evidence appalling: “Some
people who supported Robert Mappletlhorpe’s artistic expression wanted to
silence Ax1 Rose or Andy Rooney or subway beggars; the Florida sheriff who
went after the 2 Live Crew album ignores
equally foul records by Andrew Dice
Clay; and many of the same people who
disapprove of symbolic red dye thrown
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by right-to-lifers approve of symbolic red
dye thrown by antifur activists.”
But this sort of hypocrisy is mundane
in that it is transparently opportunistic
and in that it takes time to pull off. One
could even claim that one had changed
one’s world view in the intervening moments. Orjust forgotten the old logic. And
one could pretty much go on like that for
a lifetime, oscillating between metaphysical beliefs according to political
payoff. What takes much better focus on
the hypocrisy du jour is to actually spin
around 180 degrees within Ehe very same
issue. That takes some head muscle.

C

onsider, on the disinvestment question: Japanese capital flows “make
America dependent on foreigners,” while
American investments “subsidize South
Africa.” Good try, but the analytical contradiction crosses different issues that no
one ever bothers to connect. Yet did you
catch the promenade of Nelson Mandela
through the Americas last summer? This
political objet d’art made a grand tour
expressly designed as a quest for continuing, and even beefing up, economic sanctions against South Africa.
Mandela’s most talented pronouncement was in response to the very
cautiously whispered question regarding
ANC support for Messrs. Castro, Kadafi,
and Arafat. Mandela strongly asserted
that he need not justify strategic alliances
to Western audiences; such self-interested bargains necessary in the liberation
struggle are none of our Western business.
(On the way home, while visiting another
strategic friend, Kenyan dictator Daniel
arap Moi, Mandela waxed philosophical:
“What right has the West, what right have
the whites anywhere to teach us about
democracy...?” at the very instant that his
host was rounding up democratic
agitators beyond the palace gates.) While
lobbying for U.S. sanctions against a
foreign power, he snaps at any suggestion
that the political realities within that

sovereign nation should even be a question for discussion among those of us too
far away to understand the first thing
about them. And the irony goes undetected! Now that’s rich.

B

ut patriotic juices may yet flow, because the U.S. State Department
performed the self-contained hypocrisy
just as flawlessly as had Mandela. (And
f r o m the opposite per 5, p e c t i v e ,
demonstrating that the whole family can
play this game.) Prior to Mr. Mandela’s
visit, the department’s spokesperson allowed as how the current U.S. sanctions
against South Africa were excellent
public policy, but if Nelson had strong
views about where George Bush ought to
go from here, he should be careful not to
lecture the president about it, because we
Americans don’t take kindly to outside
integerence in our domestic policymaking. Rewind: While crafting foreign
policy to punish another nation’s domestic policy, we will not stand for any meddling from foreigners.
What took Mandela an entire paragraph (and two or three continents, really)
to turn into a reductio ad absurdum was
turned into a sparkling self-parody by the
U.S. Department of State in one single
sentence. Call me a super-patriot, but I
say America’s information factories can
pour out this product. So let’s entice the
Japanese to invest megabillions in this
hypocritical absurdity technology and so
weaken the U.S. economy that no
American investor will have the
wherewithal to float the Afrikaners a
dime, thus striking a death blow to apartheid. I might inquire why Mandeladidn’t
think of that to begin with-but it’s really
none of my Western business.
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Every 4 weeks you’ll receive almost
3 hours of enlightenment and
entertainment. You can receive the first
selection, Pluto, at the special price of
$1.00 plus 12.00 shipping and handling
- a savings of $13.95. All selections are
guarantee& and you have the right to
return the current album, for any reason,
within l5 days‘ItY the
to
your mind’ broaden your
horizons, and enrich your life.

Charlton Heston
“Moderation in all things.”
Narrates 7‘be
‘7think, therefore I am.”
Giants of Pbilosopby
“The unexamined life is not worth living.”
%ad it is this that everyone understands to be God.”
In The Giants of Philosopb~you’ll survey 13 of the worlds greatest philosophers (plus
others who worked with or against them). You’ll see how each philosopher created a
complete and coherent system of thought, including their views on ethics, metaphysics,
politics and esthetics. You’ll learn about their epistemology - how we know what we know.
And vou’ll learn how each thinker related to his times and to the work of other
philosophers over the centuries.
Products productions,
ear and understandable
o ponder the great ideas
simplified writing style.
The Audio Classics are not simply readings of great books - they are dramatized
ensations of philosophy, politics, economics, war, and other timeless topics. You’ll
hear about the lives of classic authors and great historical leaders, the influences
on their work, the criticisms and praises of observers, and much more.
Each presentation combines the skill and imagination of talented actors with
the narration of leading American journalists like Cbarlton Hesron,
Walter Cronkite, Louis Rukeyser and George C. Scott. The Audio
Classics Seriesn is an efficient, enjoyable way to acquire knowledge.
You can listen to these cassettes again and again with fresh insights and
renewed enjoyment each time!
ue answers to life’s most provocative

re the roots of crisis and
rge C. Scott). Every tape
in the Audio Classics Series recreates a fragment of history, brimming with the
importance of our past, present and future.

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-876-4332
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TO START YOUR SUBSCRIPTION TODAY!
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to the Audio Classics Listening Library I will receive an album of two cassettes every
month, and you’ll charge my credit card 114 95 plus 12 shipping and handling (14 outside the US)
7
for each album. If I’m ever displeased, I have the right to return the current album within 15
days and owe nothing. I may drop out of the program at any time without penalty.
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Overwhelm your favorite driver
with the world’s best radar detectors
Give The very %st

Incredibly E a s y Shopping

Remember those few times when
you came up with the perfect gift?
The recipient was so overwhelmed
he kept asking how you knew...
That’s the effect our radar detectors have on drivers, because drivers
know what the experts say about
radar detectors.
Car and Driver called us the “class
act” in radar detection. And Road &
ck has rated us “theleader in
detector technology.
We’ve been overwhelming drivers for over
12 years. For the driver on
your list, no other gift
is as sure to please.

Just call toll-free (1-800-543-1608).
You’ll avoid traffic jams, parking
hassles, pushy crowds, and unbearably long lines.
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The Exclusive Source

We designed ESCORT, SOLO, and
PASSPORT, we make them in our
factory in Cincinnati, and we only sell
directly to you. Not through stores.
Our direct connection to you
assures fast response on orders, on
questions, and on repairs. We take
care of everything.
And by dealing with our knowledgeable staff, you’re assured of
making the right choice. They’ll help
you select the radar detector that will
be best for yoor favorite driver.

The exclusive source: our headquarters in Cincind, Ohio,

Instead you’ll find a friendly radar
expert who can answer any questions you may have. Just pick up the
phone. We’re here 24 hours a day.
Order before 6:OO PM eastern time
Monday through Friday and we’ll
ship your package the same day. A
gift box is available at no charge
Y o u Can Have It Tomorrow
We know that sometimes the
holidays can sneak up, and waiting
even a few days for the UPS truck is
waiting too long. But we’ve got the
perfect solution.
Through a special arrangement
with Federal Express we can offer
their overnight delivery for only
$14.50. Just call us anytune before
8:OO PM and your package will arrive
the
day (except Sundays). If you’re a
last-minute shopper, you’ve come
to the right place.
Overnight delivery ty
FederalEpm b only $14.5

satisfaction Guaranteed
Here’s the best part of all: your

gift is guaranteed to please. Quite
simply, if for any reason you’re not
totally satisfied within the first 30
days, just return your purchase.
We’ll immediately refund your
money and your return shipping
costs. There are no hidden charges.
You are also covered by a full one
year limited warranty.
We’ve been delivering on

Order today -Call toll-free

1-800-543-1608
Call24hours,7daysawk
Major Credlt Cards Accepted

SOLO@Self-Powered R

d r Receiver

$345

ESCORT ThePerfomncehader
$295

PASSPORT@o ~ e OneMiUion
r
%Id
$195
Ohio residents add 5 5%tax Prices higher in Canada
Standard shipping and handling IS $4 50
or overnight delivery IS avadable for $14 50
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